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Abstra t
This paper des ribes a method (reverse engineering)
to improve the quality of hyphens in a di tionary
database.

Hyphens are re omputed with spelling-

based linguisti rules. Sin e the input of the hyphenation program is supplied with high-quality lexi ographi

information in luding morphologi al make-

up, good results

an be obtained with a simple al-

gorithm without

ompound analysis. These results

ould not have been a hieved with earlier hyphenation programs based on word lists.

The

urrent

method also has advantages over earlier hyphenation
programs based on phonologi al syllable stru ture.

Traditionally, the ompiling of di tionaries has
been the work of lexi ographers who laboriously and ons ientiously re ord words with their
meaning, usage and formal features su h as
spelling with hyphens, in e tion and pronuniation. Parti ularly with respe t to formal features, however, omputers have two advantages
over human editors: when provided with a orre t algorithm, they an al ulate these features
rapidly and eÆ iently for large quantities of
words, and they an do so without in onsistenies or errors. By using the omputer, di tionary makers an leave the hore of des ribing
regular words to the omputer and on entrate
on rules and ex eptions.
In this paper, I will on entrate on the automati generation of one formal feature of Dut h
words: the spelling with hyphens, i.e. marks
that indi ate where words an be divided at the
end of a line. It will be argued that all existing
hyphenation algorithms have serious disadvantages, so that a new program had to be written
that is suitable to ompute the hyphenation pattern of di tionary entries. A simple hyphenation
program without morphologi al de omposition

suÆ es, sin e its input onsists of words with
high-quality lexi ographi information whi h inludes morphologi al make-up. The paper is organized as follows: Se tion 1 explains why a new
hyphenation program was developed. Se tion
2 summarizes some earlier proposals. Se tion
3 des ribes the Dut h hyphenation rules and
their ba kground. Se tion 4 des ribes the implementing and testing of the hyphenation program. Se tion 5 dis usses the di eren es of hyphenation positions added by editors and those
omputed by the program. Finally, the paper
ends with some on lusions and suggestions for
further improvements of the algorithm. 1

1 Motivation for the development of
a new hyphenation program
Van Dale Lexi ogra e publishes several Dut h
and bilingual di tionaries. Formal features of
the entries of these di tionaries su h as spelling,
spelling with hyphens, in e tion and pronun iation are extra ted from a produ t-independent,
entral database. Until re ently the bulk of the
information in this database was ompiled and
edited by hand. This also holds for the spelling
with hyphens, whi h is the subje t of this paper. However, after some time it be ame apparent that this method had some serious disadvantages.
Obviously, this method is very time onsuming sin e every word must be provided with
di erent syllable markers (to be dis ussed below). An improvement was obtained by break1
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di tionaries, hyphenation positions will not be marked
by hyphens but by dots, to distinguish them from hyphens that are used to join two words.

ro ker
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niet-

written

with one hyphen; a se ond one is only inserted when
the word is divided.

ing up ompounds into their onstituting parts
and hyphenating all di erent parts only on e,
e.g. avond (`evening'), s he mer (`dusk') rather
than hyphenating all simplex words and ompounds, e.g. avond, s he mer, avond s he mer
(`twilight'), s he mer avond (`dusky evening').
Derivations and in e ted forms, however, must
all be handled individually be ause of resyllabi ation: s he me rig (`dusky'), avon den
(`evenings'). This ineÆ ien y is be oming more
urgent with the rapid in reasing of the size of
the database whi h is urrently taking pla e:
for the ele troni version of the Grote Van Dale
(large Van Dale) whi h will appear shortly 
250.000 entries have to be hyphenated. In addition, all possible in e ted forms of ea h entry
must be hyphenated as well.
These forms onsist of the diminutive and
plural forms of nouns, the in e ted form,
omparative and superlative of adje tives and
their in e ted forms, and the omplete verbal paradigm onsisting of twelve verb forms.
To reate this enormous amount of hyphenated
words by hand would ost a lot of time. Furthermore, after the database has been reated it has
to be maintained, whi h is not eÆ ient either:
a small hange in the hyphenation onventions
would ne essitate a new round of editing.
Another, more serious disadvantage is that
hyphenating by hand may lead to in onsistenies and errors. The Dut h hyphenation rules
are not very expli it. Editors who hyphenate
words based on these rules may interpret rules
di erently. This means that it is probable that
some word types are not treated onsistently.
Furthermore, editors may make mistakes, but so
few that they are hard to nd. By using a omputer program these disadvantages are avoided. After all, the rules must be made expli it
in order to make the algorithm, so hyphenation
be omes both onsistent and reprodu ible.

2 Hyphenation algorithms
A hyphenation program that an be used in the
di tionary database must ful l the following requirements: in the rst pla e, it must generate the most re ent hyphenation patterns, sin e
a re ent spelling reform in 1995 a e ted some
aspe ts of hyphenation (see below). Se ondly, it must generate all hyphenation positions
of words. Thirdly, it must formalize hyphena-

tion in an insightful manner so that the rules
may be easily understood and adjusted if ne essary. Preferably this goal should be a hieved
by using rules that imitate the oÆ ial hyphenation rules in order to eliminate the possibility
of mismat hes between hyphenation rules and
hyphenated words.
In the literature, two types of algorithm have
been proposed for Dut h: those based on linguisti rules, e.g. Daelemans (1987, 1989), and
those based on word lists, e.g. Brandt Corstius
(1970) or pattern mat hing, e.g. Boot (1984),
Tutelaers (1996), whi h is a Dut h version of
Liang (1989). These hyphenation algorithms
do not ful l the requirements mentioned above.
In the rst pla e, they generate the hyphenation patterns from before the spelling reform of
1995. Se ondly, they do not always generate all
possible hyphenation positions. For instan e,
in Daelemans' algorithm hyphenation positions
that are two letters away from the word edge
are ignored, for typographi al reasons. Finally, the methods used deviate quite signi antly
from the oÆ ial hyphenation rules. I will brie y
dis uss the disadvantages of the two types of
proposals.
Hyphenation programs based on word lists
will treat all words whi h are in the list orre tly. However, as already extensively argued by
Daelemans, they will fail for many new words.
The reason is that the morphologi al make-up
of words in uen es their hyphenation, f. for instan e the underived word lui ster (`lustre') and
the word lui ste (`laziest') whi h ontains the
superlative suÆx -ste. Compound boundaries
are also ru ial for hyphenation, f. the ompound min a ht (`disdain'), omposed of min
(`poor') and a ht (`respe t'), versus underived
mi na ret (id.). This is problemati sin e ompounds, whi h are highly produ tive in Dut h,
annot be easily distinguished from underived
words sin e they are written as one word. Hyphenation programs based on pattern mat hing, e.g. Boot (1984) and Tutelaers (1996), are
essentially list-based as well: on the basis of a
word list ertain patterns are omputed where
hyphens an be inserted. Again, patterns whi h
are orre t in underived words may derive inorre t hyphens in derived words. Using a listbased program would onsiderably fa ilitate the
task of hyphenating new words, but it would not

help to nd rare errors and subtle in onsistenies in the words whi h are already hyphenated
by hand.
In prin iple, an algorithm based on linguisti
rules ould be entirely orre t. However, Daelemans reports an su ess rate of 99.88 %, even
though Daelemans' algorithm does not provide
all hyphenation positions (and although we will
see below that at least some hyphens that Daelemans lassi es as a urate are in fa t in orre t). In Daelemans' view, hyphenation is based
on (phonologi al) syllabi ation. Hyphens are
therefore omputed as follows: letters are onverted to phonemes whi h are syllabi ed, and
hyphens are inserted at syllable boundaries exept in those pla es in whi h hyphenation is
impossible, e.g. taxi (id.). This was in line
with the literature on this subje t at the time,
f. for instan e Booij (1987), Wester (1985a/b),
but more re ent literature has drawn attention
to the di eren es between phonologi al and orthographi al syllables, f. Nunn (1998). I will
dis uss these mismat hes between phonologi al
syllables and hyphenation in se tion 3. For this
reason Daelemans' method in whi h hyphenation is essentially omputed on the basis of
phonologi al syllables seems less adequate.
Another drawba k of Daelemans' approa h
is the fa t that hyphenation is entangled with
ompound splitting. In some ases, ompound
boundaries an be predi ted by phonota ti
onstraints; the o urren e of a onsonant luster whi h is not allowed morpheme-internally
betrays the ompound boundary. In postzegel
(`stamp'), for instan e, the sequen e stz betrays
the presen e of the ompound boundary between t and z. In other words ompound boundaries annot be predi ted this way, f. near minimal pairs su h as avon tuur (`adventure') versus
avond uur (avond+uur, `evening hour'). In this
ase, Daelemans applies automati ompound
analysis, but this is not awless and does not
o er a solution for ambiguous words sin e it
does not involve semanti information. In other
words, many errors reported by Daelemans are
not hyphenation errors, but errors in the pre eding morphologi al analysis. A more satisfa tory
hyphenation program should disentangle morphologi al analysis and hyphenation itself.
Evaluation of the hyphenation methods found
in the literature shows that only rule-based hy-

phenation an eventually assign the orre t hyphenation to all words, taking their morphologi al make-up into a ount. Furthermore, it
an be su essfully applied to new words, unlike methods based on word lists. However, the
programs proposed so far fail to ompute hyphenation by rules that are omparable to the
hyphenation rules given by the orthography di tionary. Furthermore, to disentangle morphologi al analysis and hyphenation it is ru ial
that the input to the algorithm has already been
morphologi ally analyzed.

3 Dut h hyphenation rules and their
ba kground
Hyphenation rules are given in Woordenlijst van
de Nederlandse taal, the Dut h orthographi
di tionary, hen eforth denoted as [Dut h word
list 1995 ℄. The main rules are the following:
(1) Hyphens are inserted:
a) at ompound boundaries: min a hting
(`disdain'), after pre xes: be horen (`to belong'), her ademen (`breathe more freely'),
before the suÆxes -aard (`-ard') and -a htig
(`-like'):
laf aard (` oward'), waar a htig
(`really'); and before suÆxes beginning in a
onsonant: boom pje (`little tree'), dek sel
(`lid'), et .
b) between two adja ent vowels that do not
denote one vowel like eu, oe, ui, aai, ooi and
oei: dooi er (`yolk'), kri oelen (`to swarm')
) after intervo ali y: roy aal (`generous'),
relay eren (`to lead further')
d) before the maximal possible onset in intervo ali onsonant lusters: amb ten (`oÆ es'),
art sen (`do tors'), ek ster (`magpie'), ern stig
(`serious'), erw ten (`peas'), koort sig (`feverish'); praktis h te (`most pra ti al')
e) st and sp are split after the s: oes ter
(`oyster'), has pel (`reel')
f) h is one onsonant: bo  hel (`bump'); ng
onsists of two onsonants: konin gin (`queen')
g) between two vowels there is no hyphenation
before or after x: exa men (`exam'), exo tis h
(`exoti ')
h) in some ases hyphenated forms are written
di erently, e.g. opaatje/opa tje (`little granddad')

These rules are subje t to two additional
onditions:
i) the position of hyphens may not suggest an in orre t pronun iation: reg lement
(`rules'), qu eue (id.)
j) hyphenation may not leave a syllable of
one separate letter at the end or beginning of a line. This also holds for words
that are part of a ompound or derivation:
a drenaline
(`adrenalin'), studi o (id.);
mensa pen (mens+apen, `apes'), vide oa htig
(video+a htig, `video-like').
At rst sight these rules seem to be based
on phonologi al syllables whi h in turn partly
re e t morphologi al stru ture. On loser
investigation, however, we see that this is not
the ase, as illustrated under (2) and (3). In
the rst pla e, although both phonologi al
syllabi ation and hyphenation are sensitive to
morphologi al stru ture, hyphenation re e ts
morphologi al stru ture in more ases, f. the
examples under (2), where (`') denotes s hwa.
The rst two examples show that hyphenation
even disambiguates bots+te (` ollided') and
bot+ste (`rudest'):
(2) bots te (bots+te)
bot ste (bot+ste)
waar a h tig
laf aard

bOt-st
bOt-st
wa-rAx-tx
lA-fart

(3) oes ter
dooi er
taxi

pri-str
do-jr
tAk-si

The mismat hes under (3) do not have a morphologi al ba kground. For instan e, the behavior of oester shows that the maximal onset
prin iple is not always predominant in spelling.
In the remaining two examples the hoi e of letters auses deviations between phonologi al and
orthographi al syllables, f. also Nunn (1998).
Note that words with (almost) the same phonologi al syllabi ation an show di erent hyphenation behavior dependent on their spelling,
f. taxi ([tAk-si℄) vs. a tie ([Ak-si℄, `a tion'),
dooi er ([do-jr℄, `yolk') vs. go jim ([go-jIm℄,
`goyim'). It is not lear how Daelemans, who
bases hyphenation on syllabi ation, handles

these words, sin e he does not mention rules
that adjust su h mismat hes between phonologi al and orthographi al syllables (ex ept in
the ase of taxi). This also raises questions
about how he judged a given hyphen as orre t or in orre t (espe ially sin e Daelemans
also in orre tly assumes that goo helaar (` onjuror') is hyphenated as go  he laar instead of
goo  he laar).
The fa ts under (2) and (3) may suggest that
hyphenation is an autonomous pro ess for whi h
the pronun iation is irrelevant. This may be
the ase when a ri her spelling representation
is used whi h in ludes CV-stru ture, f. Nunn
(1998). However, sin e we an only refer to
letter sequen es, the pronun iation is ru ial
in some ases, e.g. mu se um (id.) vs. kleum
(`frowster'), op ti  ien (`opti ian') vs. di es
(`day'), beat nik (id.) vs. be a ti   a tie (`beati ation').
Summarizing, to hyphenate words orre tly it is ne essary to have the orre t spelling,
the morphologi al make-up (i.e. markers that
indi ate the boundaries of pre xes, ompound
members and some suÆxes) and the phonologi al representation of words.

4 Implementing and testing the
rules
The starting point of the hyphenation program was formed by the hyphenation rules from
[Dut h Word List 1995 ℄. As dis ussed above,
these rules often were not expli it enough, so
many hoi es had to be made, for instan e
whi h nonnative morphemes were to be treated
as ompound members, and whi h lusters are
allowed at the beginning of a syllable. Looking
up relevant examples in the [Dut h Word List
1995 ℄ was no alternative, sin e the words were
treated in onsistently there. The rules were
written in su h a way that words with variation in the pronun iation, whi h ould possibly
lead to hyphenation variation still get one possible hyphenation pattern only. For instan e,
systeem (`system') an be pronoun ed as [sistem℄ or [sIs-tem℄, but it must be hyphenated
as follows: sys.teem An extra requirement was
the following: sin e there is a ondition that hyphenation positions should not suggest an in orre t pronun iation, we de ided not to allow hyphens before mute vowels (ra  e. [Dut h Word

List 1995 ℄ was not onsistent in this respe t, f.
blues ([blu:z℄, id.) versus gu.erilla ([G-rIl-ja℄,
`guerrilla'). As a rst step in the development of
the ideal hyphenation rules, we de ided to use
rules that are based on spelling and morphologi al make-up only, and to leave the use of
phonologi al representations aside for the moment. The rules were formalized by means of
the omputer language PERL. This language is
suited for the formalization of linguisti rules,
be ause of the use of regular expressions whi h
fa ilitate string manipulation.
To ensure the onsistent treatment of words
and their in e ted forms the hyphenation pattern of in e ted words was derived in the following way: in e tional aÆxes are added to
stems, and the spelling of the resulting word is
omputed by reapplying hyphenation at suÆx
boundaries only, while leaving the hyphenation
in the rest of the word una e ted. This way,
related words are treated onsistently, while we
allow for resyllabi ation at suÆx boundaries,
e.g. leuk-leu ke. In the remainder of this paper,
I will only dis uss the omputation of hyphens
in unin e ted words.
To be able to test the new algorithm, we
need a set of hyphenated words of whi h
the a ura y has already been established.
Fortunately, almost all words in the di tionary
database were already hyphenated. This was
done by editors who applied the rules from
[Dut h Word List 1995 ℄. The editors did not
insert hyphens (or omit them where hyphenation is impossible, e.g. in taxi), but used a more
re ned ode. This is summed up in table 1.
Normal hyphenation positions are not marked
by hyphens, sin e this sign is also used to join
words. Therefore the sign (`=') was hosen.
When a hyphen oin ides with a morphologi al
boundary this is denoted by (`+') or (`').
Ex eptional hyphenation positions are marked
with a (`!'). Note that all these signs are
redu ed to one notation ` ' in the di tionary.
Positions where hyphenation is not possible
are further lassi ed as `:' or `~'. Finally, a
notation was introdu ed to en ode the di erent
spelling of the same word when it is or is not
hyphenated. For instan e, o:paa[1j℄tje should
be interpreted as follows: when the word is
not hyphenated the information within the
bra kets is ignored, but when it is hyphenated

the information within the bra kets means
(`repla e the last letter before the bra ket by
'):
Table 1: Hyphenation symbols
Symbol Explanation
=
syllable boundary, hyphenation
possible
hyphen (the sign used to join two
words) also syllable and ompound boundary
+
word boundary, also syllable
boundary

other morphologi al boundary
whi h oin ides with syllable
boundary
:
syllable boundary after/before
a single letter or before intervo ali x; hyphenation not permitted
~
unpredi table absen e of a syllable boundary before mute vowels
or within a digraph; hyphenation
not permitted
!
marks unpredi table syllable
boundaries
[j℄
marks di eren e between hyphenated and unhyphenated
variant
Table 2: Examples of the use of hyphenation
symbols
Symbol
=
+

:
~
!
[j℄

Example
s he=mer
niet-ro=ker
min+a ht
boompje
a:vond
ta:xi
ra~ e
blu~es
mu=se=!um
o:paa[1j℄tje

Di tionary notation
s he mer
niet-roker
min a ht
boom pje
avond
taxi
ra e
blues
mu se um
opaatje/opa tje

Be ause of this re ned ode, the hyphenated words in the database ould be used as
a test set for the new algorithm: by removing
all hyphenation symbols ex ept for the mor-

phologi al boundaries (`-'), (`+') and (`'), we
derive words provided with the morphologi al
information ne essary for the appli ation of the
hyphenation rules. Furthermore, ambiguous
words were disambiguated, e.g. be+ast (` overed with ashes') versus beast (id.), wets+taal
(`legal language versus wet+staal (`knifesharpener'). Hyphenation rules were applied to
these words, and the result was ompared with
the original set of hyphenated words. This way,
it was possible to qui kly dete t errors in the
implementation of the hyphenation rules.

5 Comparison of given and
omputed hyphenation positions
Even after all obvious errors of the rules had
been orre ted, there were still di eren es
between the result of the hyphenation program
and the words that were hyphenated by hand.
The mismat hes were examined and lassi ed,
and they turned out to fall into six lasses:
Table 3: Mismat hes between hyphenated
words in the database and the result of the
rules. The rst hyphenated word is the word
from the database; the word in parentheses is
the form omputed by the program; asterisks
denote the in orre t forms:
1. errors
a 
e ro dy na mis h
(ae ro dy na mis h
`aerodynami ')
2. in onsisten ies
trots kist,
ra di ka lin ski
(trot skist, `Trotskyist', ra di ka lin ski,
`revolutionist')
sys teem
3. variation
sy steem,
(sys teem, `system')
4. in orre t morpho- spel ling re gel
logi al analysis
(spel lin gre gel,
`spelling rule')
5. errors due to the ra e (ra  e, id.),
omission of the pro- de us (deus, `god')
nun iation
6. in orre t spelling o yo te ( oy o te,
id.),
te ri ya ki
rule
(te riy a ki,
`Japanese dish')
The rst three types of mismat hes ould be at-

tributed to aws in the hyphenation positions
that were added by hand. 1. gives an example
of mere errors in the database. 2. illustrates
identi al letter sequen es, e.g. a onsonant followed by sk, whi h are treated in onsistently.
In this ase the re ned hyphenation rules (slusters are parsed as onsets after onsonant letters) generate a onsistent pattern. 3. gives an
example of variation in the database aused by
variation in the pronun iation. The rst vowel
of the word systeem an be pronoun ed as a long
[i℄ or a short [I℄, so the editors gave sy steem as
well as sys teem as possibilities. However, sin e
vowel length is irrelevant in native words (st is
split after a short vowel in bes te (`the best') as
well as after a long vowel in mees ter (`master'),
only the se ond variant was allowed.
The remaining three types of mismat hes
had to be attributed to the hyphenation rules.
In example 4., the in orre t result of the hyphenation rules is aused by the in orre t input: for instan e, the ompound spelling+regel
(`spelling rule') in whi h the boundary between spelling and regel is not marked will
be in orre tly treated as an underived word.
Among this type of errors were also examples of
nonnative words whi h had ompound boundaries after morphemes we had de ided not to
treat as ompound members, e.g. an+algetis h
(`relieving pain') (an al ge tis h) instead of
analgetis h (anal ge tis h) or vi e versa: Paleo een (Pa le o  een) instead of Paleo+ een
(`Palaeo ene') (Pa leo  een). The type of error illustrated by 5. was unavoidable sin e we
did not yet take the pronun iation into a ount.
For this reason, hyphens are in orre tly inserted in words with mute vowels (ra e ([res℄), and
in orre tly omitted in words where vowel sequen es that normally en ode one vowel, represent two sounds and where this spe ial spelling
is not marked by dieresis, e.g. de us ([de-jUs℄,
`god'). 6. illustrates an interesting type of error: even though rule (1 ) from [Dut h Word
List 1995 ℄, repeated below as (4) was formalized a urately, the hyphenation omputed by
the rules seemed ounterintuitive in words su h
as  oy o.te, te riy a.ki.
(4) hyphens are inserted after intervo ali y:
roy aal, relay eren
It seemed that in this ase the rule is in or-

re t. This was supported by the fa t that the
formulation of the same rule was subtly, but
also ru ially di erent in 1954:
y in words su h as royaal, relayeren is part
of the rst syllable (Dut h Word List 1954,
p. LIII).
y is part of the rst syllable: loyaal, relayeren (Dut h Word List 1995, p. LIII).

In other words, royaal, relayeren are not
just examples of the rule but they illustrate
a restri tion. In both these words y and the
pre eding vowel form a digraph; or at least they
used to form a digraph in 1954, but in oy o.te
and te riy a.ki they do not. y is only part of
the rst syllable when it is part of digraph.
The mismat hes were removed in the following way: the errors in the database (1.-4.) were
orre ted. The errors under 5. ould not yet
be solved, so the relevant words were marked as
ex eptions for the time being. Finally, the ina urate rule for the hyphenation of intervo ali y
of [Dut h Word List 1995 ℄ was repla ed by the
more a urate version of 1954.
This implies that when the hyphenation rules
are applied to new unhyphenated words, hyphens will be inserted orre tly, ex ept in a few
foreign words su h as ra e and deus.

6 Con lusion
We developed a hyphenation program to improve the quality of a di tionary database, and
to provide new words with hyphenation positions. Earlier hyphenation programs ombine
hyphenation with morphologi al analysis. Sin e
this is not awless, the potential a ura y of
hyphenation rules is underestimated. The program des ribed here has input data whi h are
provided with all relevant lexi ographi information su h as morphologi al make-up and pronun iation, so it is in prin iple possible to orre tly predi t hyphens in all words.
However, sin e the pronun iation is not yet
taken into a ount, a number of words had to
be marked as ex eptions. This also implies that
the program will predi t in orre t hyphenation
patterns in some new foreign words. However,
we intend to add a se ond step to the hyphenation program whi h will remedy this short om-

ing by using phonologi al information. After
this adjustment, we expe t the program to perform better than all previous algorithms.
By using the hyphenation program to re ompute the hyphens of words already hyphenated, it is possible to identify errors and in onsisten ies in the database. Interestingly, the
omparison also revealed an in orre t formulation of one of the oÆ ial hyphenation rules that
has been introdu ed with the Dut h spelling reform of 1995. These results ould not have been
a hieved with previous methods based on word
lists or phonologi al syllables.
These promising results suggest that re omputing data on the basis of linguisti rules an
also improve the onsisten y of other parts
of the database. For example, grapheme-tophoneme onversion rules ould be used to
in rease the onsisten y of the phonologi al
representations in the database.
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